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Environmentally friendly product, which perfectly fits
for firing up a barbecue, fireplace, grill, etc.

Made of 100% pure coniferous wood
Made in Ukraine, at the production of EkoPal LLC in the
Kiev region
Smells really good like a fresh coniferous forest, can with
no doubt be used for cooking
Securely and tightly packed, does not crumble during
transportation
Well dried, optimal moisture level, quicky ignitable

PROPERTIES:
Contents

100% wood of coniferous species

Volume

7 dm3

Overall
dimensions

45 х 30 х 20 см

Quality
standards

DSTU EN15234 - 1: 2013 DGN 6.6.1.1 (30-2006 (GOST 3243)

Storage
conditions

Store in dark and dry places. Do not
use alcohol or gasoline for ignition.
Do not reuse. Do not store near a
fire source or heating objects. In a
case of fire, cover it with sand

Country of
production

Ukraine

TYPES OF WOOD
FOR IGNITING A FIRE
In the process of kindling any hearth, there is a proper way to
start a fire with these three specific types of wood:

1. TINDER
Light-burning material (dry grass, bark,
branches, alcohol, etc.), from which fire
begins. It ignites quickly, but also rapidly
burns out

2. KINDLING
Small bars of wood, which are inflamed with
tinder. The quality of kindling (material,
drying) influences the stability of fire and
swiftness of the ignition process

3. WOOD = FUEL
Usually, large bars of wood, which are added
to the hearth after kindling is properly ignited,
and gradually added to the fire as fuel

KINDLING
ANALYSIS

OPTIMAL HUMIDITY
The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) recommends that
the ideal moisture content for
firewood is between 15-20%. Our kindling
from Eko.Pal has less than 15% of
moisture. It means that our cod ignites
perfectly and lasts long enough

100% softwood
At EkoPal we use only
proper wood of
coniferous species for kindling
production, which comes only from
proven and reliable state forestries. It is
mostly pine we use, which is said to be
one of the best materials for kindling

OPTIMAL SIZE
Dimensions and overall size are
really crucial factors in terms of
kindling efficiency: width
and the length of the bar should not be too
large, but not too small. Thus, each bar of
kindling from EkoPal is not only of optimal,
but also standardized size

100% safe product
Unlike many other analogue
products, our kindling is 100%
safe to use at the basic raw
materials level. We can absolutely
guarantee complete radiological,
chemical and bacteriological safety of the
product

QUESTIONABLE OR RELIABLE

LUMBERWOOD SUPPLIERS

ANALOGUES

Eko.PAL

Many companies and individual
entrepreneurs produce kindling
and firewood from illegal wood.
Illegal logging is not only harmful
to nature, but people. The
wood itself may easily
come from potentially
dangerous sources. For
example, such raw materials,
wood of improper quality, can be
contaminated with harmful resins,
bacteria and even radiation!

Eko.Pal production is
constantly supplied
by a number of
reliable partners,
State forestries of Kyiv
and Zhytomyr region, according to
strict terms of completely
transparent supply contracts. These
are official and reliable sources in
quality of which our customers can
be sure. We support responsible
use of forests!

PACKAGING:
RELIABLE AND COLOURFUL
Most of the kindling you'll find in stores is simply
piled up in a mesh bag. This method of "packaging"
in practice is not convenient at all: it creates
unnecessary trash, is not easy to transport and in
general these bags do not look very good

HANDLE
DENSE METERIAL
MODERN DESIGN

Kindling by Eko.Pal is safely stored in
dense plastic packaging, with a
volume of 7 dm3. Compactness and t
he presence of a handle allow you
to conveniently carry cod. The density of the package
allows you to avoid unnecessary debris.
Hermetically sealed packaging is also 100% protected
from moisture, which makes it possible to store
kindling anywhere, even outdoors! It looks great too!

MADE IN UKRAINE
Eko.Pal LLC is an Ukrainian company specialized in the
production of environmentally friendly fuel — mainly
being the wood pellets, but also firewood, kindling and
other relative products such as hygienic fillers for pet
toilets etc.
Eko.Pal production facilities are located in
the town of Kodra (Kyiv region), surrounded
by natural forests

SUPPORT UKRAINIAN BUSINESS
The ultimate beneficiaries of Eko.Pal are Ukrainians and
patriots of our state, motivated to develop production on
their native land. Thus, buying our products, you will
support the development of high-quality domestic
production and the Ukrainian economics overall!

CONTRIBUTION TO THE EUROPEAN FUTURE
Eko.Pal LLC is primarily focused on exporting goods and is
focused on the international market. Over the years, we
have been increasing the prestige of Ukrainian
production and gained the trust of customers in countries
such as Germany, France, Great Britain etc. Your support will
also make a significant contribution to our common path to
strengthening and Europeanizing Ukrainian production!
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e-mail: mailbox@ekopal.it
LLC "ECO.PAL"
Ukraine, 08010, Kyiv region, Buchansky district,
Kodra town, Vokzalna 9 street
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